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20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-20-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2216

Our 20 Foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated and preservative

treated to the latest American Wood Preservers Association standards

to prevent damage from termites decay and rot regardless of the

species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs of lights per arm. Availability can

change based on the quantity and length required as different sizes

can have different lead times. Our poles are built with durability in

mind to ensure long-lasting performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 600-800 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

31 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-20-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2217

Our 20 Foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated and preservative

treated to the latest American Wood Preservers Association standards

to prevent damage from termites decay and rot regardless of the

species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs of lights per arm. Availability can

change based on the quantity and length required as different sizes

can have different lead times. Our poles are built with durability in

mind to ensure long-lasting performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 550-650 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

29 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 4
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20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-20-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2218

Our 20 Foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated and preservative

treated to the latest American Wood Preservers Association standards

to prevent damage from termites decay and rot regardless of the

species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs of lights per arm. Availability can

change based on the quantity and length required as different sizes

can have different lead times. Our poles are built with durability in

mind to ensure long-lasting performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 500-600 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

27 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 5

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/20-foot-wood-pole-class-3-treated-southern-yellow-pine


20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-20-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2219

Our 20 Foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated and preservative

treated to the latest American Wood Preservers Association standards

to prevent damage from termites decay and rot regardless of the

species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs of lights per arm. Availability can

change based on the quantity and length required as different sizes

can have different lead times. Our poles are built with durability in

mind to ensure long-lasting performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 450-550 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

25 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 6

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/20-foot-wood-pole-class-4-treated-southern-yellow-pine


20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-20-C5-T-SYP Web ID: 2220

Our 20 Foot Class 5 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated and preservative

treated to the latest American Wood Preservers Association standards

to prevent damage from termites decay and rot regardless of the

species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs of lights per arm. Availability can

change based on the quantity and length required as different sizes

can have different lead times. Our poles are built with durability in

mind to ensure long-lasting performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 400-500 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

23 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 7

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/20-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-southern-yellow-pine


20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 6 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-20-C6-T-SYP Web ID: 2221

Our 20 Foot Class 6 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated and preservative

treated to the latest American Wood Preservers Association standards

to prevent damage from termites decay and rot regardless of the

species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs of lights per arm. Availability can

change based on the quantity and length required as different sizes

can have different lead times. Our poles are built with durability in

mind to ensure long-lasting performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 300-400 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

17 inches

ANSI Class: 6 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

21 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 8

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/20-foot-wood-pole-class-6-treated-southern-yellow-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-25-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2222

Our 25 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 25 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 25 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 770-920 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

33.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 9

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/25-foot-wood-pole-class-1-treated-southern-yellow-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-25-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2223

Our 25 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 25 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 25 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 670-790 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

31.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 10

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/25-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-25-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2224

Our 25 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 25 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 25 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 580-690 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

29.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 11

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/25-foot-wood-pole-class-3-treated-southern-yellow-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-25-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2225

Our 25 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 25 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 25 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 510-600 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

27.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 12

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/25-foot-wood-pole-class-4-treated-southern-yellow-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-25-C5-T-SYP Web ID: 2226

Our 25 foot Class 5 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 25 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 25 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 440-520 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

25.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 13

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/25-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-southern-yellow-pine-2


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 6 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-25-C6-T-SYP Web ID: 2227

Our 25 foot Class 6 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 25 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 25 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 1 light arms per side 2 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 370-440 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

17 inches

ANSI Class: 6 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

23 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 14

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/?post_type=product&p=382346


30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-30-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2228

Our 30 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 30 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 30 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 2 light arms per side 4 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1000-1200 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

36.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 15

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/30-foot-wood-pole-class-1-treated-southern-yellow-pine


30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-30-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2229

Our 30 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 30 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 30 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 2 light arms per side 4 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 900-1070 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

34 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 16

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/30-foot-wood-pole-class-1-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-30-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2230

Our 30 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 30 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 30 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 2 light arms per side 4 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 770-920 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

32 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 17

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/30-foot-wood-pole-class-1-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy


30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-30-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2231

Our 30 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 30 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 30 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 2 light arms per side 4 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 670-795 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

29.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 18

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/30-foot-wood-pole-class-1-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy_copy


30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-30-C5-T-SYP Web ID: 2232

Our 30 foot Class 5 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 30 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 30 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 2 light arms per side 4 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

5

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 580-690 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

27.5 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 19

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/30-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-southern-yellow-pine


30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 6 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-30-C6-T-SYP Web ID: 2233

Our 30 foot Class 6 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. 30 ft utility poles are treated to the latest

American Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent decay

and damage from insects.

Our 30 foot wood poles are the perfect length for tennis courts and

parking lots outside stores. You can add 2 light arms per side 4 in total.

Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. One of the benefits of

wood poles includes a long life span.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Crossarm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the crossarms. Up to 6 lights

per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a forklift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

the time of delivery.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days to your delivery location.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

5

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 510-605 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

17 inches

ANSI Class: 6 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

25 inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 20

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/30-foot-wood-pole-class-4-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-35-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2235

Our 35 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 35 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1320-1570 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

39 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 21

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-1-treated-southern-yellow-pine


35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-35-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2236

Our 35 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 35 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1100-1360 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

36.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 22

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine


35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-35-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2237

Our 35 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 35 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 985-1165 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

34 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 23

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-35-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2238

Our 35 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 35 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 865-1020 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 Inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

31.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 24

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy


35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-35-C5-T-SYP Web ID: 2239

Our 35 foot Class 5 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 35 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 740-875 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 Inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

29 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 25

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy_copy


35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 6 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-35-C6-T-SYP Web ID: 2240

Our 35 foot Class 6 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 35 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 635-750 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

14 Inches

ANSI Class: 6 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

27 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 26

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy_copy_copy


40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-40-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2241

Our 40 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 40 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1640-1940 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

41 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 27

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-6-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-40-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2242

Our 40 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 40 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1430-1690 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

38,5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 28

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/35-foot-wood-pole-class-6-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy


40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-40-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2243

Our 40 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 40 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1235-1460 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

36 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 29

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/?post_type=product&p=382407


40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-40-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2244

Our 40 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 40 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1080-1270 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 Inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

33.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 30

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/?post_type=product&p=382408


40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-40-C5-T-SYP Web ID: 2245

Our 40 foot Class 5 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 40 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 935-1100 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 Inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

31 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/?post_type=product&p=382409


45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-45-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2246

Our 45 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 45 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1990-2330 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

43 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 32

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/40-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-45-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2247

Our 45 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 45 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1715-2020 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

40.53 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 33

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/40-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy


45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-45-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2248

Our 45 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 45 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1485-1750 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

37.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-45-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2249

Our 45 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 45 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1290-1520 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 Inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

35 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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50 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-50-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2250

Our 50 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 50 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 50 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

43 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2350-2770 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

45 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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50 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-50-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2251

Our 50 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 50 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 50 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

43 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2000-2400 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

42 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 37
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50 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-50-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2252

Our 50 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 50 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 50 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

43 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1760-2100 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

39 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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50 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-50-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2253

Our 50 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 50 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 50 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

43 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1535-1815 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 Inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

36.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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55 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-55-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2254

Our 55 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 55 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 55 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

47.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2730-3230 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

46.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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55 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-55-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2255

Our 55 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 55 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 55 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

47.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2385-2815 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

43.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 41
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55 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-55-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2256

Our 55 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 55 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 55 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

47.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2070-2440 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

40.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 42
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55 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-55-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2257

Our 55 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 55 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-2 light arms per side 2-4 in total but

no more than 2 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-4 per pole 1-2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 55 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

47.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1785-2100 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 Inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

38 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 43
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60 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-60-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2258

Our 60 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 60 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 60 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

52 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 3160-3730 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

48 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 44
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60 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-60-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2259

Our 60 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 60 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 60 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

52 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2750-3200 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

45 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 45
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60 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-60-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2260

Our 60 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 60 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 60 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

52 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2370-2800 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

42 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 46
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60 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-60-C4-T-SYP Web ID: 2261

Our 60 foot Class 4 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 60 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 60 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

52 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2050-2420 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 Inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

39 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/60-foot-wood-pole-class-3-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


65 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-65-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2262

Our 65 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 65 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 65 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

56.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 3590-4230 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

49.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 48

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/60-foot-wood-pole-class-4-treated-southern-yellow-pine


65 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-65-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2263

Our 65 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 65 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 65 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

56.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 3100-3670 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

46.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 49

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/65-foot-wood-pole-class-2-treated-southern-yellow-pine


65 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-65-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2264

Our 65 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 65 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 65 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

56.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

8.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 2700-3200 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

43.5 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 50

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/60-foot-wood-pole-class-4-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy


70 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-70-C1-T-SYP Web ID: 2265

Our 70 foot Class 1 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 70 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 70 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

61 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

9 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 4000-4800 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

51 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 51

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/65-foot-wood-pole-class-3-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy


70 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-70-C2-T-SYP Web ID: 2266

Our 70 foot Class 2 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 70 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 70 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

61 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

9 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 3500-4200 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 Inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

48 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 52

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/65-foot-wood-pole-class-3-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy


70 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-70-C3-T-SYP Web ID: 2267

Our 70 foot Class 3 CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown

debarked and treated in the United States. They are manufactured to

ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are treated with preservatives to the

latest American Wood Preservers Association standards to ensure rot

and decay prevention. The long term durability of a wood utility pole is

one of its main benefits

These 70 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields or

used as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but

no more than 3 per side. Each arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm.

The number of arms and lights depends on the class of the utility pole

you select. The pole length will determine how significant the taper is

as with all timber utility poles.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets. The

customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after the poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a standard flatbed truck depending on pole

lengths and the customer is responsible for offloading. Offloading

requires a fork lift or appropriate similar vehicle to offload customer

supplied. Customer is responsible for any costs associated with

delivery rescheduling because of improper scheduling or not having

the proper offloading equipment available at time of delivery.

Installation should be done by a trained professional.

Pricing: Does not include price of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 70 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

61 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

9 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 3000-3600 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 Inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

45 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 53

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/65-foot-wood-pole-class-3-treated-southern-yellow-pine_copy_copy_copy


50 Foot Wooden Pole | Class 1 Through 4 | Treated | Southern Yellow Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: MLLG-POLE-WD-50-[CL]-T-SYP Web ID: 1967

Our CCA Treated Southern Yellow Pine Poles are grown debarked and

treated in the United States. They are manufactured to ANSI O5.1

specification. Poles are preservative-treated to the latest American

Wood Preservers Association standards to prevent damage from

insects decay and rot regardless of the species used.

These 50 ft wood poles are perfect for sports fields horse arenas and

as utility poles. You can add 1-3 light arms per side 2-6 in total but no

more than 3 per side. Each arm is strong enough to accommodate 240

lbs per arm. The number of light arms per side depends on the class of

pole you select. This wood pole will provide superior strength to handle

equipment loads for decades when used as a utility pole. Our poles are

available in a variety of classes and lengths for nearly any project type.

This makes working with us for your next pole project an easy choice.

The length of the pole will determine how thick it will be to ensure

safety and reliability.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (up to 2-6 per pole 1-3 per side) and Mounting Brackets.

Customer is responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are

delivered. Poles do not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload - customer supplied. Customer is responsible for any

costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment available at

time of delivery.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 50 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-6

Height Above

Ground:

43 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-3

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

7 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1450 - 2770 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 to 27 Inches

ANSI Class: 1,2,3,4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

34 to 45 Inches

Species: Southern Yellow Pine Warranty: 1 Year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 54

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/50-foot-wood-round-pole-class-1-through-5-treated


20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-20-C5-T-WYP Web ID: 2185

Our CCA Treated 20 Foot Wood Pole Class 5 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 2 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 200-300 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

25 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 55

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/20-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-ponderosa-pine


20 Foot Wood Pole | Class 6 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-20-C6-T-WYP Web ID: 2190

Our CCA Treated 20 Foot Wood Pole Class 6 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 20 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 2 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 20 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

16 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 200-300 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

17 inches

ANSI Class: 6 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

23 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 56

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/20-foot-wood-pole-class-6-treated-ponderosa-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-25-C5-T-WYP Web ID: 2191

Our CCA Treated 25 Foot Wood Pole Class 5 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 25 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 2 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 280-330 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

28 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information

LED Lighting Supply (888) 423-3191 57

https://www.ledlightingsupply.com/light-poles/25-foot-wood-pole-class-5-treated-ponderosa-pine


25 Foot Wood Pole | Class 6 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-25-C6-T-WYP Web ID: 2192

Our CCA Treated 25 Foot Wood Pole Class 6 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 25 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 2 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (2 per pole 1 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2

Height Above

Ground:

20.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

4.4 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 240-290 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

14 inches

ANSI Class: 6 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

25.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-30-C3-T-WYP Web ID: 2193

Our CCA Treated 30 Foot Wood Pole Class 3 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 30 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 500-590 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

35 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-30-C4-T-WYP Web ID: 2194

Our CCA Treated 30 Foot Wood Pole Class 4 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 30 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 430-505 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

32.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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30 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine
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Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-30-C5-T-WYP Web ID: 2195

Our CCA Treated 30 Foot Wood Pole Class 5 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 30 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 30 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

25 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 375-450 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

30 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-35-C2-T-WYP Web ID: 2196

Our CCA Treated 35 Foot Wood Pole Class 2 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 35 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 730 - 860 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

40 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-35-C3-T-WYP Web ID: 2197

Our CCA Treated 35 Foot Wood Pole Class 3 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 35 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 630 - 750 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

37 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-35-C4-T-WYP Web ID: 2198

Our CCA Treated 35 Foot Wood Pole Class 4 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 35 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 540 - 640 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

34.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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35 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine
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Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-35-C5-T-WYP Web ID: 2199

Our CCA Treated 35 Foot Wood Pole Class 5 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 35 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 35 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

29.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

5.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 480 - 570 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

32 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-40-C1-T-WYP Web ID: 2200

Our CCA Treated 40 Foot Wood Pole Class 1 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 40 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1000-1200 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

45 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-40-C2-T-WYP Web ID: 2201

Our CCA Treated 40 Foot Wood Pole Class 2 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 40 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 900-1080 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

42.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-40-C3-T-WYP Web ID: 2202

Our CCA Treated 40 Foot Wood Pole Class 3 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 40 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 775-925 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

39.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-40-C4-T-WYP Web ID: 2203

Our CCA Treated 40 Foot Wood Pole Class 4 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 40 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 675-800 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

36.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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40 Foot Wood Pole | Class 5 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-40-C5-T-WYP Web ID: 2204

Our CCA Treated 40 Foot Wood Pole Class 5 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 40 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 40 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

34 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 600-710 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

19 inches

ANSI Class: 5 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

34 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 1 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-45-C1-T-WYP Web ID: 2205

Our CCA Treated 45 Foot Wood Pole Class 1 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 45 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1225-1450 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

27 inches

ANSI Class: 1 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

47.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 2 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-45-C2-T-WYP Web ID: 2206

Our CCA Treated 45 Foot Wood Pole Class 2 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 45 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 1000-1270 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

25 inches

ANSI Class: 2 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

44.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 3 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-45-C3-T-WYP Web ID: 2207

Our CCA Treated 45 Foot Wood Pole Class 3 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 45 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 930-1100 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

23 inches

ANSI Class: 3 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

41.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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45 Foot Wood Pole | Class 4 | Treated | Ponderosa Pine

View Product Page

Product Details
SKU: LLS-POLE-WD-45-C4-T-WYP Web ID: 2208

Our CCA Treated 45 Foot Wood Pole Class 4 Treated Ponderosa Pine

Poles are grown debarked and treated in the United States. They are

manufactured to ANSI O5.1 specification. Poles are pressure treated

and preservative treated to the latest American Wood Preservers

Association standards to prevent damage from termites decay and rot

regardless of the species used.

Our 45 ft round wood poles are perfect for sports fields baseball fields

and a utility pole project. You can add up to 4 light arms per pole. Each

arm can accommodate 240 lbs per arm. Number of arms and lights

depends on the class of pole you select. The class will determine the

diameter at the base. Availability can change based on the quantity

and length required as different sizes can have different lead times.

Our poles are built with durability in mind to ensure long-lasting

performance.

Options Available:

Cross Arms (4 per pole 2 per side) and Mounting Brackets. Customer is

responsible for mounting Cross Arm after poles are delivered. Poles do

not ship with cross arms attached.

These are the lights we typically mount on the cross arms. Up to 6

lights per arm not to exceed 240 total pounds of fixtures and

hardware.

Delivery is made with a flatbed truck and the customer is responsible

for offloading. Offloading requires a fork lift or appropriate similar

vehicle to offload customer supplied. Customers are responsible for

any costs associated with delivery rescheduling because of improper

scheduling or not having the proper offloading equipment or area to

store poles available at the time of delivery. Please contact a sales

representative prior to purchasing to ensure all the project details are

clear.

Pricing: Does not include cost of shipping. Shipping is available to the

lower 48 USA states. We can supply a budgetary shipping quote or a

firm shipping quote that is good for 14 days.Product Specifications

Pole Height: 45 ft Max Total Cross

Arms:

2-4

Height Above

Ground:

38.5 ft Max Total Cross

Arms Per Side:

1-2

Buried Depth

Below Ground:

6.5 ft Max Attached

Weight Per

Cross Arm:

240 lbs

Weight Range: 800-970 lbs Min Circumfere

nce At Pole Top:

21 inches

ANSI Class: 4 Min Circumfere

nce 6 Feet From

Butt:

38.5 inches

Species: Ponderosa Pine Warranty: 1 year

Treatment: CCA

Product enhancements may result in specification changes without notice. Contact us for the latest information
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